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About This Game

Developer Notes:

Stop Santa was created as part of a personal experiment in making small, fun games in a short amount of time. Since this is my
first published game as a solo indie, feedback will help to steer the direction and improvements over time. Please contact me via

Twitter or forums if you want a specific feature implemented or simply to say hello. Thank you for the support!

Gameplay:

This is a classic tower defense game with a holiday theme twist. It's a fun way to spend the holidays while visiting family. Have
you had enough of strip mall Santas and their helper elves taking over our shopping malls? Join the ranks in the War on

Christmas to Stop Santa!

Game Features

9 levels with increasing complexity and difficulty

Each level conquered will reward you with 1 to 5 stars based on your performance.

3 unique towers to choose from, each with 2 additional upgrades.
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9 animated enemies ravaging their way through the North Pole.

9 Steam achievements to be collected.

The only chance you have to finally Stop Santa!
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A great mystery puzzle-solving game for puzzle fanatics to enjoy. :). Just getting started with this software, and I love it.

I'm a studio artist with painting, animation and filmmaking experience. I often work digitally. I've used Photoshop, Corel
Painter, and Autodesk Sketchbook Pro (PC and tablet) to complete projects. Black Ink has enough going for it that its become
my first choice in a very short time. I've only scratched the surface, but I'm particularly fond of the node-based brush editor.
The ability to undo tool setting changes is a very smart feature I suddenly want in everything. Drawing on very large canvases is
clearly more responsive than in Photoshop. Hot key commands are intuitive, and well implemented. Philosophically, I'm glad to
have a tool that is uninterested in simulating physical media. Oil painting is great. If you want to paint with oils, get some oils.
Drawing on a computer ought to be a different animal.

I'm looking forward to\/hoping for a much more robust palette management system before the commercial release. If there is a
way to create a palette with more than eight colors, I have yet to figure it out. I would also like to see a (minimal) vector drawing
toolset, so I can be precise when I need to. All that said, this is a beta. It's supposed to be a work in progress. Currently, all the
tools are there to do some exceptional doodling and quality finished work.

Stability has been good for me so far. I have a very powerful Windows 7 Intel Xeon machine, lots of RAM and a Quadro 4000,
for what it's worth. I would expect this software to run well on a laptop, but haven't tried. I would LOVE to have Black Ink on a
Cintiq Companion, if I were to spend $2,000 on a tablet. I might never draw on paper again.

. An enjoyable game I recommend it.. this is the tipe of game were u have to learn everything on ur own. . . .and i dont even
know how to switch maps.. I am a Noob to Classic Dos gamming, but I have had a recent desire for such titles. I carried with me
no nastalgia whatsoever upon my purchase of this game. I read the reviews here and decided to chance it... I am not disapointed
AT ALL with my purchase. I am a huge fan of Baldurs Gate, only discovering it about 3 years ago, as well as a few other RPGs
that have been re-released to those of us who were not fortunate to have PCs at a young age and the LARGE step above consol
gamming they provide. If by any chance you are in a similar position and you find complex CRPGs fascinating, then please do
yourself a favor and purchase this Trilogy. I bought them on sale of course, but have had more fun with "Blade of Destiny
Classic" than I would with the newest and more polished Elder Scrolls entry. This game is unforgiving, to me in the Best way,
and I confess that I haven't even finnished the first quest....Its that hard to me, but like I said I am a Noob. However, despite my
humbling experience with micromanaging and Character Building, the hours spent with the heavy shadow of failure hovering
above have easily been some of the most entertaining I have had with an RPG. Yes, I've played Fallout, Elder Scrolls, Final
Fantasy, Dragon Age, and Mass Effect, but I seriously have never been as emersed into a game as I have this one. It is difficult
to learn for a simple minded guy like myself to fully grasp, but I honestly feel rewarded with every effort I put in.

NOTE: I know you don't want to hear this.......I can't beleive I did it myself... READ THE MANUAL. It comes with the game
here on Steam (Just right click the title in your Steam library.) You WILL get the best Experience if you will take the time to
READ it, not glance over it. If it helps it is easily the most entertaining manual I have ever read, granted I have read very few. I
am too dumb. LOL.. Very nice, I think this game but something really special if the devs stick with it. Sort of rerminds me of
the movie Waterworld..lol The game at first seemed very bare, and then there was a time when it seemed it may fall victim to
the release and abandon syndrome so common on Steam. But my hopes were renewed when the new update came oput and I
finally felt safe enough to get it. I love the atmosphere and the potential of being a "Banished on the water" and was very happy
to see evidence of it still being worked on by the release of the new update adding a little content. I hope the developer keeps
expanding and polishing what could be a really great game when fleshed out. even more. Been fun so far and I can safely
recommend supporting this game now since it seems it's being stuck with and continuing to be improved and fleshed out with
more content.. Way too buggy for this price. If it were in early access, maybe: I can see it becoming a fun colony sim, but at the
moment the controls are clunky with not enough power to fix that, and the menus are too buggy to be comfortable using..
Logical puzzles with funny dialogue, and all objects multi-described. Great fun. Can't wait for the next chapters.

I'm a huge adventure game fan. I typically only play adventure games and their ilk. This one is short but it's time well spent. :-). i
love this game just wish that it was a little bit cheeper.. Black Ink has become my favorite drawing\/painting application and I do
recommend it, but you should be aware of some of its limitations before you decide if it's right for you.

The first limitation is that it requires a powerful graphics card to operate. Don't expect to run this on your laptop, much less your
Surface tablet. The lag will make it unusable and some brushes won't even render. If you're looking for something to take with
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you so you can paint under a tree by the lake, this isn't the program for you, unless toting a massive rig on a picnic is your thing.

The second limitation is that the selection of brushes is very limited and not entirely satisfactory. While the software is certainly
able to handle them, it contains no traditional brush\/knife\/spatula effects, giving you instead a number of flashy, but not very
useful "computery" ones. Bleank's forums include a "brush exchange" where you can get another 20 or so brushes, but half of
those are just experiments from people who are learning how to define brushes and most of the rest are interesting, but
exaggerated effects of limited applicability. You might find about half a dozen actually useful brushes, including an impressive
flame brush, a decent graphite pencil, and a nifty comic book hash shadow brush. The forums also contain a few tutorials on
how to make your own brushes. How effective these will be depends as much on your own skills and background as on the
tutorial itself. Making a custom brush is as much a technical endeavor as it is an artistic one.

The third limitation is that there are no geometric tools whatsoever: no lines, circles, arcs, rectangles, spline curves, etc. Their
addition would make the program enormously more useful for certain types of illustrations, especially if they were given
parametrizable "organic" effects (like random variations) in addition to being rendered with the current brush. Given how easy
it is to do this (yes, I am a software developer and yes, I have written drafting programs in the past), it's difficult to justify their
absence.

Also, keep in mind that you will need a drawing tablet and a pressure-sensitive stylus to get any decent results. Mice and track
pads just won't cut it. This is true of all paint programs, but not everyone will think about it until they've tried and struggled with
an inadequate input tool. I'm using it with a medium-sized Wacom Intuos Pro and it works great. You might consider upgrading
to a stylus with tilt sensors because some brushes are tilt-sensitive and you'll get even better, richer results. Because Black Ink
works best on large drawings, I recommend a large writing surface as well, though that's largely a matter of personal taste; I
prefer to have room to move my arm rather than just my wrist.

But even with these limitations, what it does, it does very well. I am particularly in love with its layering feature. In addition to
letting you stack backgrounds, foregrounds, and various intermediate slides, it's also great for experimenting on one layer
without damaging parts that you want to keep. Which brings up the fact that Black Ink's undo feature works very well. This
seems like a trivial observation, but I've used programs that make you want to throw the computer out the window either
because they undo too much at once or they can't undo enough.

So I certainly recommend this program to anyone who wants a pleasant sketching\/drawing\/painting program, but I also
recommend to Bleank to add more conventional brushes (and why not some more unconventional ones, too?) and a small
panoply of geometric tools to make this a more complete and satisfying product.
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Fantastic game, highly under rated. Old childhood favourite I managed to find on Steam, only problem are the bugs making it
virtually unplayable at times.

Too old to expect those to be fixed now but a grate game none the less.. Underneath the badly coded solitaire and the low-rez,
pg13 hentai is a legitimately well-written and cute story, my daughter and I enjoyed this game very much.. Like the concept.
Good old civ-builder with a potential. This game is so unrealistic... There's people in the stands.

The AI isn't all that great. The controls are a little weird at first, but once you get used to them you can do some really great
things, like switching your stick hand, different dodges, behind the back shooting, and jumping over the crease. The defense is
actually pretty well thought out. I even saw one of my guys slide to the right attackman.

Overall, I'd recommend it. It's a lacrosse game for PC. It's not perfect, but it's good enough.. For less than the cost of a cup of
coffee you too can have a goat with a Tesla coil on his back.. If you're looking for a VERY simple space sandbox, then this is
for you. If you were looking for somewhat of a successor to a game like Escape Velocity (like I was, god I love that series), then
keep looking.

Pros:
-The story isn't bad, and the text messages provide good perspective
-There's a sort of cutesy anime charm to the game
-Music is alright (but may wear on you)
-Price is right

Cons:
-Point and click to go... Cannot use the keyboard to accel\/turn\/stop\/etc.
-Skill does not appear to be much of a factor in battles
-All of the ships look basic and uninteresting - simple geometry
-Everything just seems too simplistic; got boring very quickly

I'll probably never play this game again, but I can definitely see where others will enjoy it. I hope you do!. Fantastic visual
novel. I love this art style
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